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6th June 2012

To Whom It May Concern:

I have been dealing with RB Lawyers for more than 10 years. I have received nothing but
outstanding service from Robert and his team and always with positive outcomes.
Regards,
Ronnie Woods

Testimonials

“Incredibly Professional Service.”

It is with pleasure and gratitude we share our comments on our experience with RB
Lawyers.
Robert Bakker has been our Business Lawyer for a few years now and his extensive
knowledge has been highly rewarding for us.
We recently went through a very unpleasant experience with our Insurance company but
thanks to the hard work and dedication of Robert and his team at RB Lawyers, our case was
settled without the need of going to Court.
What we appreciated most about working with Robert at RB Lawyers was his ability to keep
us informed every step of the way and to deliver the fantastic results.

We highly recommend RB Lawyers to anyone wanting a very professional, experienced
Lawyer.
Tania & Gary Allison
Qld State Towing Pty Ltd :T/A Advantage Towing ( QLD )
_________________________________________________________________________

After 30 years working in the Taxi Industry the only thing worse than dealing with the
shortage of drivers, is dealing with Accidents and Insurance Company’s. Whether the Taxis
are in the wrong or the right in regard to accidents I have found better outcomes by using RB
Lawyers and have learnt to pass on this part of my business to the experts at RB Lawyers
and concentrate on the daily running of my business.
After gaining confidence in Robert and staff of RB Lawyers over the last few years I have
found that I have utilized more of his services. In particular Robert has extensive knowledge
of the Taxi Industry and the implications of Legislation changes which can be hard to keep
up with. All my enquiries have been addressed quickly and efficiently and I am thankful to
have the backup of Robert and his team in my business.
Regards
Darren McKinnon
Happycabs - Gold Coast
_________________________________________________________________________
"Over the years, RB Lawyers have become a indispensable part of my business operations their quick results and consistently excellent outcomes take away the hassles and allow me
to concentrate on my core business."
Regards
Ertan Yasar
SE & Sons Pty Ltd

_________________________________________________________________________

Hi Clare,
I would like to take this opportunity, to thank Robert and the team of legal eagles for their
professional work.
I find Robert to be very professional and easy to talk to as a lawyer and as he said smiling to
me, I am just an Engineer. Well done to rb lawyers.
Please pass my compliments on to Robert and the rest of the team.
For future legal work I will be coming to see rb lawyers and I will recommend your services
to my friends and colleagues.
Cheers
Kevin
________________________________________________________________________
Dear Robert
Thank you for your assistance to us during this very difficult time and more importantly thank
you for a great result.
Your no-nonsense and direct approach was a breath of fresh air for my wife and I.
We certainly have not had the same experience with previous law firms, who appeared to
have languished in the months of uncertainty only increasing their bill and not finding us a
solution.
You provided us with everything you promised and more and we look forward to bringing all
our legal work to rb lawyers.
Yours truly

Doug
________________________________________________________________________

